
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

1/2 yard Black Fabric
3/4 yard Green Fabric
1/4 yard each of: light blue, dark   
 blue, light pink, & dark pink fabric
1 1/3 yard 1/8” Polyester Cording
Matching Green Thread
Black Thread
1 1/8 yard Heat N’ Bond, Ultrahold
Reynolds Plastic Coated Freezer   
 Paper
1/4 yard of 3/4” Black Velcro
1/4 yard of 3/4” White Velcro
White Acrylic Paint

Tools

Scissors
Iron and Ironing Board or Pad
Rotary Ruler, Cutter, and Mat
Pencil
Air & Water Soluble Fabric Marker
Low-Temp Glue Gun
Sewing Machine
Sewing Pins
Toothpick

Tic-Tac-Toe Bugs

Fabric Bug Instructions

Note: Print templates on card stock weight paper for easier, faster tracing

1. Gather tools and materials. Prewash fabrics without fabric softener. Press flat.

2. Cut 9 1/2” piece from length of Heat N’ Bond.

3. Preheat iron to medium heat, no steam. Place cut Heat N’ Bond, rough side   
 down, along edge of black fabric. Leave at a bit of the fabric showing on   
 edges. Place and hold iron on paper for 2 seconds, lift, reposition and repeat   
 until entire area is bonded. Allow to cool. Cut away extra black fabric at top.

4. Peel away Heat N’ Bond paper backing.

5. Carefully fold fabric strip in half, with two Heat N’ Bond surfaces facing each   
 other. Press as before to bond.

6. Cut out bug body template and trace around it ten times on Reynolds plastic   
 coated freezer paper.

7. Place freezer paper, shiny side down, on prepared black fabric and press with  
 hot iron to adhere.

8. Cut out color-coded templates for all remaining bug parts. Grouping the parts  
 by color, trace around each as many times as directed on template onto paper  
 side of remaining Heat N’ Bond. Tip - use the eraser end of a pencil or a   
 chopstick to hold down small dots as you trace around them.
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Instructions (continued)

9. Position Heat N’ Bond, grouping on the appropriate fabric colors, then with   
 iron press to bond.

10. Cut out all the bug pieces.

11. Peel freezer paper o� bug bodies, and backing o� colored pieces.

12. Position and bond pieces to bodies according to template, one layer at a time.

13. Paint a dot in each bug’s eye with a toothpick and white acrylic craft paint.

14. Cut black velcro hooks into 10 small squares. Glue velcro squares to adhere to  
 the center of each bugs underside.

Tic-Tac-Toe Board Instructions

1. Snip and tear two sides of the green fabric. Then measure, snip, and tear two

 16” squares.

2. Fray “grass” on all four sides of both squares at least 1/4”

3. Fold one square in quarters and finger press the folded edges

4. Cut out “Stitch and Velcro Placement Guide”. Fold in quarters and use a pencil  
 to poke a hole through paper at center dot.

5. Line up folds of fabric and paper. Using a water & air soluble fabric marker,   
 trace around square and mark the dot in the center

6. Repeat tracing square and marking center dot around the center square.

7. Cut 10 small squares of loop side of white velcro and pin in the middle of   
 each marked square. Sew around each velcro square with green thread.

8. Layer the two green squares of fabric.

9. Pin to secure along sides and middle

10. With black thread, sew Tic-Tac-Toe line, back and forth four times following   
 the marked lines.

11. Repeat for all of the lines.

12. Using green thread, sew around outside edges of “grass”.
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Tic-Tac-Toe Drawstring Bag Instructions

1. Snip and tear a 8”x19” rectangle and fray on all four sides.

2. Fold each end in 2” and press.

3. Fold in half and press.

4. Unfold ends. Pin two sides to secure and sew 1/4” in from the frayed edge on   
 the two long sides just up to the fold line (shown in white). Be sure to back   
 stitch to secure stitches at beginning and end.

5. To create the casing for the drawstring, refold the top of bag along pressed   
 fold lines, pin to secure on both sides of bag. Sew from inside of the bag, one   
 side of the bag at a time, about 3/4” from the top. End and begin (with back   
 stitching to secure stitching) at bags side seams. Also, make sure the frayed   
 edge seam allowances for the bag’s sides stays out of the stitching at the   
 beginning and end. Repeat on other side of bag.

6. Cut the  1 1/3” yard of cording in half. Tie a knot at each end of both pieces.

7. Using a safety pin, poke through the middle of an end knot and run the   
 cording through both sides of the casing in the top of the bag.

8. Pull cording even and tie together in a knot.

9. From the other side of the bag, run the second length of cording through the  
 casing. Pull even and tie together like before.

10. You now have a nifty finished drawstring bag to store your tic-tac-toe bugs &  
 playing grass!


